

**GRAMMAR DISCUSSION**

**DO  GO  PLAY**

**Student ‘A’**

- Discuss the questions below with your partner.

1. How many **sit-ups** can you **do**?
2. Do you like to **go jogging**? Why? / Why not?
3. How many people do you need to **play football**?
4. Why should people **do exercise**?
5. Where is the best place to **go swimming** in your city?
6. Do you like to **play badminton**? Why? / Why not?
7. Do you like to **go golfing**? Why? / Why not? Should golfing be an Olympic sport?
8. Are you afraid of wild animals when you **go hiking**? Why? / Why not?
9. Do you like to **do yoga**? Why? / Why not?
10. Finish this sentence: “I want to **go** …**ing** because ….”
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**GRAMMAR DISCUSSION**

**DO  GO  PLAY**

**Student ‘B’**

- Discuss the questions below with your partner.

1. How many **push-ups** can you **do**?
2. Do you like to **go fishing**? Why? / Why not?
3. How many people do you need to **play tennis**?
4. How often do you **do exercise**?
5. Where is the best place to **go camping** in your country?
6. Do you like to **play ping pong**? Why? / Why not?
7. Do you like to **go bowling**? Why? / Why not? Should bowling be an Olympic sport?
8. Are you afraid of cars when you **go cycling**? Why? / Why not?
9. Why is it important to **do a warm-up** before you exercise?
10. Finish this sentence: “I want to **play** … because ….”
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